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editorial
Archery in a Time of Pandemic
I actually made up two covers
in anticipation of this issue. The
one you see is typical of our spring
issue covers. The predominant
color in the photos is that of green
grass and often youthful archers
are employed. Spring is the time
we get out of our indoor ranges
and back out into the fresh air and
sunshine. The second cover was an
empty range with a “Closed for the
Duration” sign posted. Clearly this
spring is not like other springs.
(Obviously, I chose the rather
more hopeful cover design.)
To respond to the topic of
“archery in a time of pandemic” we
have rearranged several of our
planned articles to include in this
issue, and maybe the next, articles
including suggestions as to how to
survive the pandemic and not lose
your edge as an archer or coach,
starting with as an Archery Focus
subscriber, you have the ability to
download whole issues of the magazine as PDF files to your home
computer or smartphone. What
we are providing, for the duration,
is that you can share those articles
with your friends, foes, and students—not the whole issue, but
the articles specifically about practicing away from the range. If you
are unable to split PDF files into
their component parts (many programs, including some free ones,
allow you to do this, although
Adobe Acrobat Reader, now just
Archery Focus

“Reader” I think, does not) send
me an email and I can do it for
you.
Actually we have a blanket
policy that coaches can send articles, again, not whole issues, to
your students as you see fit. Please
respect these policies because, even
though we are a small business, we
are not getting bailout funds from
the government. Apparently you
have to be already rich to get that
treatment.
So, what we offer this issue is a
couple of book reviews: one of an
“oldie but goodie” and the other of a
brand new book, so if you feel like
reading up on your shooting or
coaching, you will have some guidance there. The old book is
Understanding Winning Archery
by Al Henderson. This book is for
archers. His other book, Peak
Performance Archery is for coaches.
I still recommend both of these
books to students and colleagues.
Tom Dorigatti broke away
from his promised topic to provide
some guidance for using bow simulators, in lieu of actual shooting.
Using such a simulator is somewhat more complicated than picking one up and banging away and
Tom shows you why.
I offer some ideas on incorporating drills into your home practice, hopefully without getting
bored to tears.

A couple of series continue:
Veronica Soar’s series on providing
guidance for club member who get
roped into helping out with beginners continues, as does James
Park’s series on the physics of flying arrows. I found this installment, on arrow spin, especially
interesting as it cleared up some
misconceptions I had acquired.
And the AER folks offer two
articles, one for archers and one for
coaches as usual, on how to help,
even thrive, during this time of
pandemic.
I sincerely hope that we can
get out onto opened archery ranges
sometime soon as there is no substitute for, well, fresh air and sunshine on an outdoor archery range.
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.”

James Park says “I have three degrees in engineering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engineering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to calculate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.
“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round, formerly the FITA
International Round) and for World Archery
field 357.
“I have coached a number of top-level
archers who have represented Australia in
World Championships and in the Olympic
Games.”
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Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, she trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being interviewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. She, herself ,shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Still More on Coaching Archery, The
Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Al Wills states: “I started shooting in 1971
with my wife Mary. Fell in love with releases
in 1973. One of the first people to shoot a compound in Canada. Shot my first Canadian
Championship in 1974 (came in 2nd). Started working as a volunteer in 1981 with the
Canadian Coaching Committee, was the
Olympic Coach in 1984, Team Captain and
Team Coach many times since. Been on the
Archery Canada Executive since 1988 and
President for 13 years. Chaired the 1997
World Archery Championships here in Victoria, BC, Canada.”

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Susan Palsbo, PhD, retired from a 30-year
career in designing studies and mining data to
inform and improve health care systems business decision making and clinical care processes.
She started archery at age 50. In 2018, she fulfilled a life-long dream to win an athletic
medal for her country, at the World Archery
Masters competition.
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Bow Simulators
How to Get Them Right
by Tom Dorigatti
I concluded my last article with this: “Good
shooting, and be prepared to learn more good stuff
about early compound bows in my next article. We
are going to take a closer look at different ‘cable routing’ systems through the eccentrics and then into
‘cams’”. Hatchet cams, lobed cams, binary cams, and
how all that has made it even better for today’s shooters. There has been a natural progression of things,
and here, some 50 years later, some things that were
done back then are now resurfacing again! Stay
tuned!” That was before the COVID-19 pandemic
pretty much shut down archery tournaments until at
least the fall of 2020, or perhaps even later.
So, with this in mind, we are all stuck in the house
and shooting at short distances in our basements or
garages, or shooting “lonely” in the back yard hoping
the neighbors won’t call the police. Since I’ve always
been “ProActive” with regard to most everything I do,
I realized that there is an opportunity to help you
become ProActive and allow you to work on your
release activation without even firing a real bow.
Many of us have “Bow Simulators,” or we’ve made
“string bows” to help us work on release activation.
The big question is, however, how many of you really
set these things up to the exact, and I mean exact,
draw length that your real bow is set for? I would
wager that most of you just set the bow simulator or
string bow to what feels right and haven’t given much
thought about really setting whichever one you use to
be more realistic. Well, put on your reading glasses,
get out your simulator(s) and/or string bow and I’ll
show you some really important things that will make
your practice for release activation more realistic and
really coming as close to simulating your real bow as
you can without shooting it. You won’t have to buy
some expensive bow attachment that lets you shoot
arrows without the arrow really leaving the bow. You
6

won’t have to change your bow setup; what you will
have to change is the setting on your simulator or
string bow to match what you shoot! All too often an
archer will set up a simulator or string bow to where
it feels comfortable, or if they make a string bow, they
set it to only work on release activation, but without
their bow shoulder or bow arm in the correct position.
This wastes a lot of good training because you aren’t
setting up the whole kahuna! I hope to guide you to
change all of this around.
Items Needed
1. Bow Simulator of your choice, if you have one.
You really don’t need to go out and purchase one,
there is another option. Read on. This is all easy to
do.
2. Draw Board, or an assistant to make sure both
your bow and simulator measure out exactly to the
draw length you are shooting.
3. Measuring arrow, if you have one, or any arrow
will do; it just has to be long enough to allow for
it to be marked to your true draw. No need to add
13⁄4ʺ to that as we aren’t after your AMO draw
length.
4. Long length of release rope or non-stretchable
string.
5. Bow grip if you have one (optional equipment).
I will be going over how to set up the proper true draw
length on three different bow simulators that I have in
my possession as well as making a “string bow” that is
properly set up to match your real bow.
The simulators are listed in the order that I
acquired them. I will discuss each later; just like a
bow, each “tunes” a bit differently.
1. The “Bernie Pellerite’s PanicMaster & Bow Simulator” and Laser Equipped Multi Function
Retrainer” by Robin Hood Video Productions,
Inc. Bernie Pellerite did a good job on this item.
Archery Focus

More about it forthcoming, but it is no longer
available (see photos below).

Bernie Pellerite’s PanicMaster & Bow Simulator

2. The Saunder’s Firing LineTM is still available at
Lancaster’s in both compound and finger shooter’s
models. Both are “female recommended.”
3. The Morin Trainer Compound & Recurve Train-

The Saunder’s Firing LineTM is still available at Lancaster’s in both
compound and finger shooter’s models.

ing Aid. Available at Lancaster’s
4. The Homemade “String Bow” is readily available

Checking Your Bow’s Exact Draw Length
The first step in this process is to find out the exact
draw length that your bow is set to. Close isn’t good
enough to get yourself a properly set up trainer/simulator! You gotta know your bow’s exact setting. The
most accurate way to do this is with a draw board. I
have an EZ Press Green and the Draw Board attachment is perfect for accomplishing this. First you need
to get the measurement from the pivot point of the
bow’s grip to the inside edge of the bowstring while
at full draw. Then, you clearly mark this on a measuring arrow, or any arrow that is long enough to establish this measurement. You will read why this is so
necessary to do it this way soon.
How to transfer pivot point to inside of riser. This
is important because the simulators will only have the
reference from the pivot point on the bow as it contacts the draw board. If you have a person helping
you, then that point must be marked on the inside of
the riser so your helper can line up this mark with
your measuring arrow.
Simple Using a bow square, place the “T-end” of
the bow square into the deepest point of the riser’s
grip. Mark the other end of the bow square at the
inside edge of the bowstring. Turn the bow square
around and place it onto the bow string like you are
going to measure the nocking point. Instead of placing the bow square on the arrow rest, place the long
end of the bow square against the inside face of the
riser. Make a mark on the face of the riser that lines
up with the mark on the bow square. Using a note

The Morin Trainer Compound & Recurve Training Aid

any time you want to build one.
I’m holding off on the photos of a string bow until I
discuss making one for yourself. Read on.

card or business card extend that mark vertically on
the face of the riser. That is now your reference point
Continued on the Next Page
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that is consistent and will be consistent with the simulator(s) that you will be using. That is the mark that
you will use to check your bow’s draw length. It will
be used again when you change the bowstring and
cables, too. This mark may well be very close to the
center of the Berger hole in the riser, but this isn’t
always the case! That will depend upon the brace
height and also the design of the bow. Note that the
bow in the photo (above) has two arrow rest mounting
holes and it clearly shows that the pivot point is actually located slightly away from you but close to the
Berger hole closest to you.
That measuring arrow will be used to set the draw
length using the edge of the bar that is holding your
bow to the draw board! This is the only valid reference that can be used to set the draw length of the
simulator to your bow’s draw length setting. Your
simulators don’t have a riser to go by, so you have to
“improvise to a consistent point of reference to start
the measurement, and that point is where the simulator is actually being held in the draw board! The next
photo shows the reference point that is used for the
simulator(s) and also the string bow. Now you see why
we transfer the measurement from the deepest part of
the throat of the grip to the inside of the riser to get
a reference point and a marked reference draw length
arrow. The diameter of the post on the draw board
closely matches the size of your hand and how it fits
into the bow. Simple, isn’t it?

“Bernie Pellerite’s PanicMaster & Bow Simulator
& Laser Equipped Multi Function Retrainer” by
Robin Hood Video Productions, Inc.
I have had this unit in my possession for many years.
I won’t discuss the “laser pointer” part of it, or the fact
that you can add a stabilizer to it and also weight it to
match your bow’s mass weight. Those aren’t within
the scope of this article. This unit is completely
adjustable in draw length from 24ʺ-32ʺ in one half
inch increments. (Note Of course you can also tighten
the thumb bolt in between holes to customize it to
exact draw length to match your bow). It comes with
a preinstalled D-loop. Draw length is adjustable simply by loosening the nut enough to slide the extension
in or out. The inch markings are close, but they are
not dead on. I quickly adjust mine on a draw board.
However for this article, I am using my EZ-Press
Green to show you how to get it to match your bow
exactly. The next photo shows the draw length setting
on the PanicMaster before setup. The photo after that
shows where the measuring arrow sits in relation to
the reference point. Obviously the PanicMaster is set
way too long. Believe it or not, I am able to “shoot”

Panic Master before proper setup

Panic Master . . . too long!
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Panic Master setting after change

Panic Master . . . just right!

with this setting and it feels pretty good, even though
I am way overdrawn as compared to my real bow. This
is the caution I was alluding to at the beginning of the
article. Just because it feels good doesn’t make it
right.
The next two photos (left) show the PanicMaster
setting and the position of the marked drawing arrow
at the reference point after completion of the setting.
I got lucky on this in that the hole matches up for the
thumb screw. This, even though the marked arrow is
short of any black line on the measuring arrow! Also
note that the PanicMaster is marked for AMO draw
length, and we are marking everything for True Draw
length (AMO minus 13⁄4ʺ). Personally I dislike using
AMO draw length. True draw is the important thing.
There are a couple of custom bow manufacturers out
there that use true draw length to set their bows from.
So, you must be careful in that you clearly specify
which draw length you are referring to: AMO or true
draw length. If you don’t you could end up with a bow
that is set completely wrong by at least 13⁄4ʺ. With
this setup, you don’t care about the AMO draw length
anymore. It is your true draw that counts, but even
then, what matters most is getting the simulators set
as close as possible to the draw length you are shooting with your bow. So simple, yet so “ignored.” Once
Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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again, going by feel doesn’t work to your best interests
when it comes to simulators. As the old song goes,
“There, I’ve said it again. . . .”
The Saunder’s Firing Line TM Simulator
This particular bow simulator is being used in a lot of
archery shops. The archery shop I frequent has two of
them. If you attach a D-loop to the simulator that is
the same length as the one on your bowstring, then
you get even closer to your bow’s actual draw length
when you finish setting up the Firing Line to match
your bow. The photo below shows a couple of comfortable settings that I can use to practice with. They
all feel good, but as you can see in the photo, the previous settings (blue marks) were way, way too long; as
in 11⁄4ʺ and 1ʺ too long, respectively. I can simulate
shooting with those settings, but it isn’t even close to
what my bows are set for.

does come with a D-loop attached, which is a nice
feature. In addition to that, the Morin Trainer also has
“stops” built into the unit. The elastic will only stretch
so far and then it simulates coming to the “wall.” To
adjust the draw length, you move the large, padded
unit towards you until you get the draw length set
correctly. The issue here is to get it locked down once
you have it set up to your draw length so that it won’t
move. You will notice in the next photo that the
Morin Trainer is set to the proper draw length and to
draw back the Morin Trainer, you put your thumb
between the cords and then place your hand against
the large, padded black cylinder. This does a very nice
job of simulating the grip on your bow. Although the
two clear rubber tubing slides will hold the cylinder in
place, it is a good idea to lock down those slides with
a short length of release rope to ensure that the sliders
do not move (see the second photo below). There is little
resistance to the Morin trainer to draw it back, but
the elastic works nicely on the break of the shot for
forward momentum and your shot explosion.

Firing-Line old settings (blue)

Note To change the setting, you loosen the two
screws holding the grip portion to the main tube and
then you move the end of the main tube that the
cabling comes out from away from you. Once done
and you match what your bow is set for, simply mark
it with a magic marker. There is a “Stop” to the
Firing-Line when you come to your full draw, so it
does give you a very, very solid wall! The setting
shown in the top photo below gave the results shown
in the other photo and the tube was duly marked for
this setting (in black marker).
The Morin Trainer,
Compound and Recurve Training Aid.
This unit is still available in the Lancaster’s catalog. I
have had this for a number of years also. Setting this
one up for your correct draw length is a little bit more
difficult, but once done it works very, very well. It
10

The Morin Trainer set properly and locked down.

Another item of note is that eventually, the rubber tubing will break down and come apart. It doesn’t
render the trainer useless, but it creates a wobbling
effect when you draw it back because only one elastic
band is working. When the other band breaks, you
will have a very, very good “string bow”, set to the correct draw length and easier on the hand to hold.
Making a “String Bow”
I am sure most all of you have read about making a
string bow. I’ve seen most shooters just make up a
loop of release rope, put a double knot into it, put your
hand through the loop, hook up the release to the
other end of the loop and work on activating the
release. Few shooters give much regard to actually
making that string bow to the proper draw length,
Archery Focus

and attaching a D-loop to the end opposite from the
double knot. That is all fine and good, but then all you
are practicing is release activation without regard to
your bow arm and bow shoulder placement. You are
also not really paying attention to proper engagement
of the release shoulder, the release elbow, nor your
anchor. If you build your string bow to match your
real bow, then you are really practicing shooting with
the correct placement. The big differences are the
resistance in drawing back a bow, the holding weight,
and of course the mass weight and balance of the bow
itself. But at least you are drawing to the correct draw
length. The good thing is that you aren’t going to have
any give in the “wall.”
Making a string bow is simple. You simply cut off
a long piece of release rope that is twice your draw
length plus about 6ʺ. Then you take the two open
ends and tie a double knot in it that is close to your
draw length. Place the double knotted end over the
post on your draw board, hook up the other end to
your draw board and draw the string bow back just
like you do your bow. You are already set for “True
Draw” and you have a marked arrow. I like to put a Dloop at the looped end once I get some tension on the
loop. Once I have the D-loop at very close (exact is
better) to the same loop opening you always use, you

then used the double knot to adjust the length of the
string bow until it matches what your real bow is set
up for. The first photo below depicts a completed
string bow complete with a D-loop. The next two
photos depict how the measuring arrow is set up in
the EZ press (or your draw board); the final measurement to make sure the string bow is set correctly.

Completed string bow with D-loop added.

One More Variant
During your reading, did you notice a huge difference
Continued on the Next Page

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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between the first two variables for bow simulators and
the last two? This difference is important. The Morin
Trainer overcomes this a bit with the use of the large
cylinder and a grip to place your bow hand into. The
string bow, however, does not accommodate this in
any fashion. You place your bow hand into the knotted end of the loop, hook your release to the D-loop
and “train away.” What is the missing element with
the string bow? The bow grip! That, my friends is easily overcome if you happen to have a slip on grip
handy. Of course, this author does happen to have a
slip-on grip that is easily adaptable to the Morin
Trainer (if you think you need it) or the “string bow”
you build with placing your string bow into the bow
grip. The big item to get the draw length to match
your real bow is that you’ll have to lengthen either the
Morin Trainer or your string bow out by quite a bit to
accommodate addition of the grip. The next photo
depicts the use of a slip-on grip for the Morin and for

Completed string bow with grip on my EZ-Press Green

your string bow. The checking of the draw length is
via the same method. The pivot point is still the front
edge of the draw board’s bow post, so you still have
the consistent reference point to make sure you’ve set
it up properly.
Conclusion
Well, that about wraps it up for setting your bow simulator to match the draw length of the bow that you
are shooting. I personally think it is imperative to be
proactive to make sure that if you are simulating, you
don’t just go half way. Think it through and match up
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everything you can to be as close to the real thing as
you can get. Since draw length is the most critical
aspect of achieving the most accuracy and consistency
with any bow; longbow, recurve, or compound, then
you owe it to yourself to work apples to apples.
Yes, there are instances where you might think
that you need to just practice activating the release
over and over and over again by sitting on the couch
with a “string bow” that you just make a loop and then
put your bow hand through the loop and hook up the
release and learn to activate it. Well, if you think it
through, yes, you have practiced activating the release,
but did it really simulate what it feels like to have your
bow arm in the proper position? Did you work on
getting your bow shoulder in the proper position?
Were you simulating getting your anchor correctly
placed? (Did you notice in the article that I have put
D-loops onto each “simulator”, including the string
bow? Those D-loops are the same length opening
that I use on my real bows). Was your drawing elbow
in the correct position? Did you simulate getting your
back muscles working properly? If you think it
through, you will answer no to all those questions
unless you have practiced with your simulator at least
set to the correct draw length to match your real bow.
You are thinking, “Well, none of them give me
the correct drawing resistance, nor do they give me
the “holding weight.” You are correct. But, all of them
can give you the solid “wall” you are used to and will
also give you a yes answer to all of the questions posed
above.
Of all of those discussed, the PanicMaster allows
the use of a stabilizer and setting the mass weight of
the trainer to match that of your bow. In addition if
you put batteries into the laser light, you will be able
to see how steadily you are holding and also if you are
letting up on your back tension or release hand or
going out of line because the laser light will drop like
a rock. If you are pulling consistently, when the shot
breaks, you will have some dynamic movement of the
“bow” moving like it should.
The Saunders Firing-LineTM gives you some
resistance drawing back and a solid wall at the end of
the cycle. You cannot see movement but, the cable
does wind back in slowly. At least you do get some
explosion out of it when the shot breaks.
The Morin Trainer gives a tiny bit of resistance as
you stretch it out and then it gets solid right at your
set draw length so that you can engage your muscles
and work the “simulation” as you should. It does
“recoil’ very nicely. One draw back is that the elastic
Archery Focus

wears out and it will eventually break, knocking the
simulator out of balance. However that does not render it useless to you. It will become a very nice “string
bow.”
The string bow is a great asset when made and set
up properly. I was guilty of just making the loop,
sticking my hand through it and “shooting” it constantly trying to learn release activation. It didn’t take
long, however for me to realize that I wasn’t practicing
getting everything else set to how my bow really was
and I wasn’t getting a really good simulation.
Merriam-Webster defines “simulator” as follows:
“a device that enables the operator to reproduce or
represent under test conditions phenomena likely to
occur in actual performance.” Your Dictionary defines
“simulator” as follows: “One that simulates, especially
an apparatus that generates test conditions approximating actually or operational conditions.”
Confessions I Will Make Don’t make the mistake
that most shooters these days make; which is, setting
things with the draw length way too long or setting
things so it feels good to you. I personally can “feel
good” with just about any draw length from 26ʺ right
on up through 31ʺ; I’ve been there and done that.
They all feel good, but none of them at either end of
that range give me consistency in grouping and score.
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For example, when I pulled my Saunders Firing-Line
off the shelf, it was actually set from years ago to
where it felt good. Look again at the photo of mine
with the blue lines? Those are old lines from years ago
when I was using the unit to practice release activation. I had wrongly set it up to where it felt great and
I could activate the release just fine. Just remember,
most archers are shooting their bow with a
drawlength that is set too long.
I did indeed have the PanicMaster set up correctly, but it was an easy change for demonstration purposes and a quick thing to just put it back. I actually
made the string bow from scratch as I was preparing
to write this article. That and all the others are
matched, as close as I can get them to my real compound bows.
Coming Next
I’ll whet your appetite for you once again: The PSE
Pacer cabling set up. Pre-cut and swaged cabling
replete with a marked and easily positioned “kink.”
Dig how the eccentric is hooked to that limb (circa
1976 or 1977)! I owned one and they shot great. Two
wheeler with no cable guard, even!
Good Shooting
Tom Dorigatti
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COACH

YOURSELF!
Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better.
So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly
in the author’s mind was that this book should help
you benefit from coaching if that became available
to you.
Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or higher tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.
While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Arrow Dynamic Behaviour in
Free Flight:
Arrow Spin
by James Park, Ph.D.
In my previous two articles I covered arrow and some all-carbon arrows, shot from a compound
flex and arrow rotation about its centre of mass while bow using a shooting machine. Suffice to say, it is
in free flight. Arrows also rotate about their longitu- worthwhile paying a little extra for the higher specifidinal axis. While an archer might refer to this as cation arrows – they grouped significantly tighter. As
“spin,” in engineer speak it is “roll” (think about a part of that testing, we also studied the impact on
group size when we set the fletch angles to make the
fighter plane doing a barrel roll).
Several years ago, eleven of us ran a set of experi- arrows spin. The groups were significantly smaller
ments to see how arrow straightness affected group when the arrows spun, even for the straightest arrow
size. It was an interesting activity as we ran the shafts. In addition, we found that the type of nock
research via the internet. We had participants from used was very important – some grouped far better
the USA, Canada, Greece, and five states of Australia. than others.
My conclusion is: I want my arrows to spin while
Each of us contributed to the (quite small) cost of
purchasing the test arrows, we did the testing in in flight. The spin means that the small irregularities
in even the very best
Melbourne, and pubarrows will be averaged
lished our results in a
YAW = FISHTAILING
out, the groups will be
peer-reviewed engineersmaller, and I will score
ing journal with all eleven
more.
of us as the authors (peer
ROLL
The rate at which an
review is important as it
= SPIN
arrow
spins is determined
gives credibility to the
PITCH = PORPOISING
results). You can find it at: In archery, fishtailing goes back and forth as does porpoising (smaller by the shaft diameter and
Park, J.L., Aitchison, scale is called minnowing) but this doesn’t happen with many other the fletch angle. If the
moving objects which just keep going in the same direction.
fletch surface area is
P.J., Bielby, A.J.,
Bleakley, V., Carberry, T.P., Ellis, R.M., Kerner, aligned with the longitudinal axis of the shaft of the
R.D., MacDonald, A.D., Oosthuizen, D., arrow, the so-called “straight fletching,” the arrows
Pankhurst, S.B. and Psarakis, K., Effect of arrow will not spin.
I frequently attend major international events as
shaft straightness on arrow grouping, Proc IMechE
Part P: J Sports Engineering and Technology, coach of the Australian compound team. I often walk
2018, Vol 232 (3), 236-241, DOI: along the shooting line looking at the archers’ arrows.
10.1177/1754337117736705
Despite the advantages of spinning your arrows, quite
We used a variety of aluminium indoor arrows
Continued on the Next Page
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a few still have no fletch angle. Many arrows sold by
archery stores have no fletch angle. I think we could
do better than that if archers (and shops) understood
the advantages to be gained.
As an arrow leaves the string it is not yet spinning
– during the power stroke the nock is attached to the
string. If the fletches are at an angle to the longitudinal axis of the shaft they will not be edge-on to the
airflow but have a small angle of attack. That angle of
attack will mean they have non-zero aerodynamic lift.
The cumulative lift from all the fletches acts to spin
the arrow. The rate at which it gains angular velocity
depends on the rotational inertia of the arrow, which
is quite small for rotation about the longitudinal axis.
The lift from the fletches remains non-zero until the
rotation rate is such that the fletches appear edge on
to the airflow. That rotation rate is then the stable
rotation rate.
I occasionally hear archers saying they do not
want fletch angle “because it adds drag and slows the
arrow down.” There are a few misconceptions in that
area! The greatest fletch angle you can get on an arrow
such as an X10 or a Protour is about 1 or 2 degrees.
For such small angles the fletch drag coefficient is
about the same as for an angle of zero degrees, so the
drag is about the same. Nevertheless, we do need to
use a little energy to get the arrow spinning and that
does cost a very small amount of arrow speed – typi-

cally only 1-2 ft/s. The improved grouping is well
worth that very small loss of speed.
As noted above, the stable rotation rate is when
the fletches appear edge on to the airflow. The distance the arrow travels for one rotation depends on the
fletch angle and the shaft diameter and is given by:
Distance for one rotation =
P x (shaft diameter) / tan (fletch angle)
So, for example, an Easton X10 or Protour arrow shaft
with a fletch angle of about 1 degree will give a stable
rotation distance of about 1 m.
As noted above, the arrow is not rotating at that
rate immediately the nock leaves the string but accelerates up to that rate as it travels down range. We
would like it to have competed several rotations for
the shortest distance we shoot, say 10 m. 1 degree of
fletch angle on an Easton Protour or X10 will meet
that need. Depending on the damping, the spin will
either increase smoothly towards its stable spin rate or
overshoot and then oscillate about that spin rate.
It is quite easy to measure the rotation of the
arrow as it travels down range simply by shooting
through a sheet of paper at successively longer distances. Start at several metres out from the bow and
measure out to about 10 m in small steps. You should
see the rotation rate being slow at first but speeding

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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up as the arrow gets further down range. The chart
shows the calculated rotation for a Protour 470 with
small X vanes and with a speed of 84 m/s (each step
in the chart shows a full rotation).

Note that after the nock leaves the string there is
very little time for the arrow to start rotating prior to
the fletches passing the launcher or pressure button,
so the orientation of the fletches at that time will be
very close to their orientation while the nock is on the
string. The chart shows the rotation for that Easton
Protour 470 for the first part of its travel – by the
brace height the arrow has rotated by less than 1
degree.

While the above comments are good for normal
vanes, it is a little more complex for curved fletches
such as Spinwings. Spinwings are designed so that if
the edge of the fletch is set parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the shaft there will then be a non-zero angle of
attack for the surface of the fletch and that will result
in the arrow rotating just the same as for a normal
vane. (I have seen some curved vanes that do not have
that inbuilt offset – I would stay away from those.) In
addition, if the arrow is flexing, the asymmetry of the
vanes also contributes to the spin. While the analysis
of this is complex, a back-of-the-envelope calculation
suggests that the main contributor to the spin is the
fletch offset, not the fletch asymmetry. However, it is
an area in which more study would be useful.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Where Drills Fit Into
Your Practice Sessions
by Steve Ruis
With many outdoor and indoor ranges closed for the
duration, archers may be struggling to find something
to do so that, even if they are not improving, at least
they are not getting worse for the layoff.
One thing to know is that a layoff isn’t all bad.
One of the things that happens is that newly acquired
bad habits tend to fade away. This is for the same reason that antibiotics work . . . stick with me it will
make sense in the end. When you are taking antibiotics, those drugs are killing cells: disease cells,
healthy cells, just cells. But the disease cells are much
smaller in number and cannot afford to lose many of
the cells making up that population. The healthy cells,
however, are great in number and can afford to lose
quite a number of cells and not lose the effectiveness
of the population. It is somewhat of a biological war
of attrition. Similarly, the nascent bad habits are not
getting reinforced with additional reps during your
layoff. Neither is your “good shot” but you have had a
great many more repetitions of your good shot and
so the loss is less for it than
the newish bad habit.
Resuming practice, if you
are careful, will restore your
good shot but there will be
little left of the bad habit as
it will have been “forgotten.” (All form and execution knowledge is stored in
long term memory.)
Starting back up from
a layoff requires some care.
A key is not go right back
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to your full draw weight. Either turn your bow down
(compound) or swap in an old, lighter set of limbs
(recurve), or switch to a lighter drawing bow you have
laying around. Take it slow from the beginning with
an emphasis on shooting with your best possible form
and execution.
What you should absolutely not do is grab your
old bow and do marathon training sessions to build
up your archery fitness! The elevated stress of drawing
a stout bow may (probably will) distort your form and
the overworking of muscles is likely to result in
injuries, mild or acute.
Take it slow, build back up over several weeks
(more for longer layoffs, less for shorter ones). Of
course, avoiding or ameliorating the layoff is a better
route for serious archers. One such way to not lose so
much by being unable to shoot is by doing drills.
Drills Instead of Shooting
I have been thinking about
drills a great deal of late in
that Mike Gerard and I
created an archery drills
book for Human Kinetics.
My perception of how
drills are being used in the
archery community now is
pretty much parallel to the
medical advice to “take two
aspirin and go to bed”
given to people with colds.
Drills are viewed as short
term “fixes” that will make
us better shortly.
Archery Focus

Uh, no. There are many targets for drills and, if
you would allow me, I would like to consider just one
such target, namely “building archery strength drills.”
These are generally applied by young archers who are
trying to build up to a heavier bow; adults, too. What
I would like you to consider here is that these drills
are exactly parallel to strength training drills with
weights, and therefore all of the information that
applies to that topic applies to this one. And these
specifically will help maintain your archery strength
while cooped up due to the pandemic.
The Stress-Recovery-Adaptation Cycle
At the foundation of “building muscle” are some
physiological facts. These have been summarized in
the Stress-Recovery-Adaptation Cycle (see graphic at
left). When we exercise our muscles, we actually damage them. The muscles have built in repair functions,
so as long as the damage is very small, all is well. But
basically, if you want your archery strength training
drill to be effective, you need to take this into account.
The drills are designed to stress your bow drawing
muscles. This is typically done by doing a number of
repetitions of the drill in small sets and building up
into a larger number of sets. The stress applied should
not be too high. I was once handed a 100# longbow
and told to try to draw it. It was like trying to pull a
piano string. To this day, I am not sure I even bent the
string. This would not be a good training device to
build up draw strength. The muscles involved get
stressed, true, but they do not move through the
whole draw cycle, and thus does not engage the muscles completely.
The “resistance” to the muscular force you apply,
set with the mount of weight in weight training and
the amount of “pull” needed to draw a bow in archery
training, has to be set to be outside of your norm, but
just a little bit at first. The total amount of resistance
is increased in small increments, through increases in
draw force and increases in numbers of drill repetitions and in the number of sets of repetitions of the
drills.
A key viewpoint you need for all of this, is that
muscle is not being built while doing the drill! As I
mentioned, the muscles actually are damaged. But
during the healing stage, the muscles are repaired and
built up if the stress is recurring. This is the “adaptation” phase of the cycle—you get stronger when you
recover, not when you’re training. This fact has a significant affect on your training. For one, this means
not training every single day of the week for hours
Archery Focus

Arnold knew of, understood, and used the Stress-RecoveryAdaptation cycle.

and hours. The rest you need is not just sleep (but you
do need sleep to fully recover) in that you must avoid
additional stress while the repair is going on.
Bodybuilders take care of this by alternating training
days: one day they work on their legs, the next day
they work on their back, the following day, their arms,
etc. While one set of muscles is getting stressed, the
other sets are recovering.
This is harder to do in archery, because not all
parts of our bodies are equally involved in shooting
arrows. But it isn’t all that hard. Beginning archers can
practice two or three days a week with several days
separating each training day, so the needed rest is provided. More serious archers end up training five or six
days a week and so need to be more careful. Mostly
these serious archers vary their shooting loads. They
follow a heavy shooting day with a rest day and then
with a light shooting day and then that one with a
medium shooting day followed by a heavy shooting
day, for example. If you want to try this, you may need
to work up to a heavy shooting day. As a rule of
thumb, a heavy shooting day should start at about
twice the number of arrows shot in the competitive
round you are focusing on. Please note that elite
archers do much more than this; many Olympians up
their heavy shooting loads in preparation for the
Games to 400 arrows per day or more.
And do realize that a day of rest doesn’t necessarily mean being sedentary. Maybe it is a day you focus
on flexibility training or cardio fitness or equipment
tuning, or….
Recovery Tips
The most important things for recovery are food and
sleep. Sleep nobody understands, per se, but you do
need it. As far as food goes, repairing muscles requires
amino acids you generally get in your diet. This is why
Continued on the Next Page
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bodybuilders are famous for
eating a great deal and
drinking supplemental protein shakes (protein provides the needed amino
acids, the building blocks of
proteins, when they are
digested). Do archers need
fancy training foods? I do
not think so, but I suspect
we all need good solid food,
freshly prepared, not packaged, ready to eat foods.
There is a fair amount of research on supplemental activities like massages and cryospas which indicate that they have little or no benefit when it comes
to recovery from training. They do play a role in training but it is not what most people think. A massage
feels good, and that’s a plus. It relaxes your muscles,
which sets a relaxation baseline for you. If you do not
pay attention, muscles that you tense frequently can
stay somewhat tense even when you are resting. This
tension shortens the muscles starting shapes (muscles

work by shortening themselves, and that’s it). These
shorter muscles have less
range of motion and therefore less power to contribute. You will have to
explore the claims for such
things yourself, but do be
leery of the claims made by
advocates of this or that as
they can be valid but it
seems to me more often they are not.
Part of being a really serious archer is learning to
enjoy such drills. They are part of the mechanism of
getting better and, now, holding on to what you’ve
built.

“You will have to explore the
claims for such things yourself,
but do be leery of the claims
made by advocates of this or
that as they can be valid but it
seems to me more often they
are not.”

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Masters Archer
Periodized Training Beyond Age 50
by Sue Palsbo, Ph.D.
Preparation trumps youth.
Bob Long, age 70, the 2019 winner of the Mongol
Derby, a 620-mile horse race across Mongolia.
This article describes how to combine the best
of scientific research findings into a Masters archer
periodized training plan. Periodized workouts of progressive training are the standard, evidence-based
technique to systematically develop athletes’ aerobic
fitness, muscle strength and muscle endurance.
Periodized workouts have three attributes: frequency
(how often you train per week), time (training session
duration), and intensity
(“how hard” per training
session, measured by
heart rate or a percentage of peak strength).
Research shows that intensity is the most effective of these three attributes in delaying age-related
performance declines. Yet, Masters need to be careful
that training with harder intensity does not result in
injuries. Masters need to plan recovery time, since it
takes longer for muscle fibers and connective tissue to
repair and re-engineer themselves after age 50. In
addition, research shows that the rate at which
Masters increase workout intensity over time, should
be at a much slower rate than the rate of increase for
younger athletes.
For these reasons, Masters athletes have more
complex periodized training schedules than younger

athletes, with longer lead times to regain fitness lost
during the off-season. A Masters archer periodized
training program must schedule time to practice
archery skills, time to train and condition the body to
counteract the effects of aging, and time for adequate
recovery from workouts and archery practice.
Compared to younger archers, Masters archers will
spend a smaller proportion of skills training time on
the range and proportionately more time on aerobic
workouts, stretching, and strength training.
The Masters’ plan will establish nesting cycles
within a 1- or 2- year calendar. The cycles include
multi-month, monthly,
and weekly timeframes,
known respectively as
macro-, meso-, and microcycles. Each cycle consists
of bodily stress, adaptation, and recovery.

Part 3 of a Series
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A Master’s Macrocyle
The first figure (below) shows a sample Masters macrocycle. You should assign a priority rank for each archery
competition, with the highest priority shoots determining the end of a macrocycle. You need to know how long
it takes you to reach your peak fitness level from your
starting fitness level. The figure shows a four month
cycle; the first numbered week (row #8) of the first cycle
is 16 weeks before the highest priority competition,
which in this example is a NFAA 900 competition.
Continued on the Next Page
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Counting back 16 weeks, this macrocycle starts
the week of February 1. The strength mesocycles
alternate between blocks of muscle endurance training and muscle strength training. Each strength block
is three weeks of intensive training, followed by one
week of recovery, consisting of training at roughly
60% of the prior week’s levels. Note that Figure 1
includes three weeks in December on strength training at lower intensity (“anatomical adaptation”) to
prepare the muscles and tendons for the greater loads
of the heavier strength training cycle.
The macrocycle also starts to build the volume of
arrows each week to engrain the motor patterns of
technically proficient shooting. Research conclusively
shows that Masters macrocycles should start with a
low load and limit the weekly increase in load to 10%.
Research also shows that the best way for Masters to
build endurance is to gradually increase the volume
before increasing intensity, i.e. increase the number of
arrows per session before increasing the number of
sessions per week. The objective is to end the training
cycle shooting 120-150% of the number of arrows to
be shot during the competition, including practice
shots and shoot-offs. Since there are 90 arrows in the
900 shoot, 18-19 ends of 6 arrows per training session
meets this volume (108-114 arrows shot). Of course,

you can also shoot a larger number of arrows per end
and shoot fewer ends, as long as the weekly volume
does not increase by more than 10%.
Again, avoid over-training by limiting increases
in strength workouts, aerobic workouts, and arrow
volume to 10% per week. During recovery weeks,
decrease your training volume to 60% of the prior
week’s, such as 35 minutes on the treadmill instead of
60 minutes.
Tapering Off
Many people try to schedule their training to peak at
the time of the competition. But, research shows that
Masters athletes should taper their training shortly
before the highest priority events. More studies document that the optimal duration of a taper is about
two weeks (columns U and V), with older and less fit
athletes needing more taper time than well-conditioned competitors. This might occur automatically
because of travel time to the event. The objective of
the taper is to allow your body to make final repairs at
the cellular level so your muscles are minimally
depleted and your body can draw on 100% of reserves.
Research also shows that tapers are most effective
for sports relying on technique (such as archery) when
the tapered training frequency is 80% of normal lev-

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying
tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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els. In addition, in the first taper week you should
impose a large drop in how hard and how long you
train each session, then continue to decrease training
more gradually over the second taper week. Figure 2
(below) illustrates this. In our example, you’ve been
shooting 3x per week, so you will reduce your frequency to 2x per week. You will also reduce your
intensity sharply on the first two training sessions,
then less sharply as you get closer to your event:

The macrocycle concludes with two or three
recovery weeks (column W), depending on how your
body feels. This sample schedule shows one week of a
complete break from archery, which might happen
automatically from touring time after the event and
travel home. If there is another event later in the year,
research shows Masters should maintain workout frequency during this recovery period, but reduce the
volume of shots and strength weights to 60%.
A Master’s Mesocycle
Mesocycles are 8-week periods within the macrocycle
and consist of two blocks: strength, and endurance.
Weeks 1-3 focus on building muscle strength; week 4
is recovery. Weeks 5-7 focus on building muscle
endurance; week 8 is recovery, unless it is the week
before the competition when there is no strength
training at all.
If you have access to a gym with weight machines,
it is easy to do a full circuit that isolates the muscles on
which you want to focus, using both sides of your
body. Figure 3 shows my strength circuit in 2019, with
the machine name, the weight I lifted or pressed, the
number of repetitions, and the number of sets:
The starting weight after my off season was the
maximum amount I could lift or press five times, and
repeat that five times. Research on older athletes
shows it is important to increase the amount of
weight by no more than 2.5-5% per week, and to
allow adequate recovery between training sessions.
Figure 3 (above right) shows that I made major gains
in strength during this mesocycle (I was age 66 at the
Archery Focus

time).
For the endurance block, I follow the research
findings of lifting or pressing 60% of the final
strength training weight in the previous strength circuit, but do more repetitions and fewer sets. Figure 4
is an example:

Researchers are still experimenting to determine
the best parameters of block training cycles for masters athletes in different sports. Some masters athletes may benefit from “maintenance” strength and
endurance cycles, or from longer cycles of 5 or 6
weeks. Archers can also incorporate workouts with
free weights, such as dumbbells, that specifically challenge shoulder and hip stability, balance, and core
strength.
A Master’s Microcycle
The microcycle is where all of the overlapping training goals get scheduled: cardiovascular workouts, flexibility and balance training, strength and stability
training, recovery days, and archery practice. Figuring
out what training is done on each weekday can be
fiendishly difficult when constrained by scheduled
training sessions with a physical trainer, weekend fun
shoots or club activities, your training partner’s schedule, the weather, and personal and family obligations
and non-archery interests.
The needs are: 2-3 days of heavy cardiovascular
work; 4-7 days of stretching, flexibility and balance
Continued on the Next Page
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work; 2 days of focused muscle work including joint
stability, strength and endurance; 3-4 days of archery
practice; and two muscle recovery days. You do not
want to do archery the day after an intensive weight
training day, because your muscles and tissues need at
least 24 hours to repair. If possible, you want to space
out range time across the week. In addition, you probably have a limited amount of time each day to spend
on exercise and archery. But, how can all of this be
squeezed into a 7-day microcycle?
One way is to design your physical training program to do double duty. For example, a hatha yoga
program will count as both strength and flexibility. A
cardio program on a treadmill can be followed by a
circuit training weight session, so that day counts as
strength and cardio. A 60-minute high-intensityinterval training (HIIT) session with free weights also
counts as strength and cardio.
The last figure (below) is my weekly schedule,
apportioned across cardio, strength, flexibility, recovery days and a maximum of three days at the range:
I also am sure to do myofascial release every other
day.
Technical Skills Training
The focus of skills training on the range is to build
technique and the mental game to get the most out of
every shot. Referring back to Figure 1, the skills component (i.e. range time) increases throughout the
schedule and is not cyclical, though it does include
some weeks when cross-training or bow-tuning is
substituted for meeting the arrow count. This Masters
program relies on targeted, periodized workouts to
maintain the athlete’s strength, balance and range of
motion, instead of shooting a high volume of arrows.
Masters archers who shoot a high volume of arrows
each week increase their risk of chronic repetitive
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motion injuries and of overtraining, which can lead to
sloppy technique.
Overtraining
When athletes train too hard or too long, their bodies
have to work harder to repair themselves. Doing
repairs siphons energy from good performance. You
are the best person to determine if you are overtraining. Symptoms include: a drop in scores; poor technique; low motivation, loss of concentration and
focus; poor sleep; an increase in resting heart rate;
moodiness (caused by a decrease in producing the
hormone catecholamine, which influences your nervous system); and a compromised immune system
that makes you vulnerable to upper respiratory tract
infections such as a sore throat.
Listen to your body. If you feel physically or mentally off, don’t force yourself. If you’ve caught a cold,
reduce your training intensity for three weeks so your
body can marshal its resources to fight off the virus.
Don’t obsess over your periodization schedule: there
are exercise latency factors that will allow you to pick
up where you left off. Research shows the latency
period for muscle strength is two to three weeks for
people over age 50, and three weeks for cardiovascular
capacity.
Final Thoughts
“Preparation trumps youth,” and a support team will
help you prepare. Fortunately, the growth of Masters
participation has generated more scientific research
and clinicians with relevant expertise. My experience
with clinicians is that they are very happy to work
with me, mostly because they know I am highly motivated and will follow through on their advice. My
team consists of the following:
• My primary care physician, who specializes in
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gerontology (old folk).
• My personal trainer, who is certified by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM). She
shoots archery recreationally and understands the
importance of a strong core in archery. She supervises 30-minute free weight training sessions
(dumbbells, kettlebells, etc.) to improve my bow
shoulder stability. I start working with her about
eight weeks before a high priority competition.
• My optometrist, who helped me through five iterations of bifocal-trifocal lenses to find the right
combination.
• My sports massage therapist, a professional discgolfer, who I see for deep myofascial release if I
have persistent muscle pain (usually in my hip).
He understands the athlete mind-set.
• My archery coach. He lives several hundred miles
from me, so I get coaching via video calls, or I
video myself and email it to him.
• My family and training partners.
To stay motivated, I recall Diana Nyad’s experiences in multiple attempts to swim the Florida Strait.
In her book, she recounts all of the challenges she had
to overcome, such as designing a mouth guard with
her dentist so jellyfish wouldn’t sting her tongue, and
working with a nutritionist on developing a food
source she could eat in the water that her gut could
absorb quickly. An appendix reprints her swimming
logbook--every other day, without fail, for years. (I
become rigorous about keeping my archery logbook,
after I saw this). At age 64, she became the first person to swim the 110 miles from Cuba to Florida
without the aid of a shark cage.
In 2019, I committed myself to developing and
adhering to this periodized training program. What
worked for me was adding eight hours per week in the
gym, scheduling two recovery days, and reducing time
on the range to about four hours per week. I completely changed my nutrition during target and field
archery events. I subsequently shot personal bests at
sanctioned competitions by a wide margin—my best
scores in three years, at World Archery award pin levels. Moreover, my blood pressure and resting heart
rate dropped, I improved my balance and stride
length, I can hold an elbow plank for two minutes on
a good day, and I eliminated pain in my hip that I’ve
been experiencing for several years.
Summary
These four articles synthesize findings from recent
peer-reviewed research on Masters athletes to conArchery Focus

struct an evidence-based periodization training plan
for Masters archers. Each archer can customize the
plan to address age-related declines in most physiological functions.
A challenge in developing an evidence-based
periodized training plan for Masters archers is that
nearly all peer-reviewed research on Masters athletes
are for cardiovascular sports and weight lifting. Sadly,
USA Archery does not prioritize the athletic development of Masters athletes, unlike the governing sports
bodies for USA swimming, track and field, rowing,
cycling and skiing. Consequently, it is the responsibility of the Masters archer and coaches to keep abreast
of emerging research on aging athletes in other sports,
and to apply the results to customize his/her training
program.
Resources
The Masters Athlete: A Review of Current Exercise and
Treatment Recommendations. Gregory A. Tayrose,
MD, Bryan G. Beutel, MD, Dennis A. Cardone, DO,
and Orrin H. Sherman, MD. Published in Sports
Health, 2015 May. Available for free downloading at
the National Library of Medicine, https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4482301/
The American College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM). This link, https://www.acsm.org/readresearch/ , takes you to a large collection of resources
about evidence-based exercises and exercise programs. It also has information on how to identify and
select a personal trainer.
Periodized Training for the Masters Athlete, by
Joseph F. Signorile, PhD. https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/265599541_Periodized_training_for
_the_master_athlete/link/5415085d0cf2fa878ad3eee
5/download. This free article delves into periodization macro-, meso-, and macrocycles, particularly for
tennis players and marathon runners, and addresses
how to increase skill over time.
Diana Nyad, “Find a Way: the inspiring story of
one woman’s pursuit of a lifelong dream.” Publisher:
Diana Nyad. 2015. ASIN B01FMVRE14.
Annette M. Musta, “Achieving a Physical Edge”,
in Precision Archery, edited by Steve Ruis and Claudia
Stevenon. 2004. Human Kinetics, Publisher. This
chapter contains comprehensive free-weight exercises
and multi-week programs that you can do at home to
build strength, build endurance, and maintain both
during the archery training year.
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Coach Yourself!
A Book Review
by Al Wills
Steve Ruis has done it again with another great
insight into our wonderful sport and how to make
yourself a better shooter, coach, and volunteer. Coach
Yourself! will find itself in lots of archer’s libraries,
however, it should be found in all their tackle boxes,
as there is something to be reminded about at every
shooting session. Maybe even have another copy on
standby at your favourite reading spot (you know
where that is)!
There is little doubt that Steve knows coaching,
his impressive list of titles has provided coaches all
over the world with the building blocks of archer
(athlete) development from the basics to the tools of
international team coach. Coaching Yourself! steps
back and outlines the steps many of our beginners
need; that of coaching and skill development when
mentorship might not be available. He then goes on
to expand on the required development of a top-level
archer with chapters on the following:
Equipment Advice
Observing Form and Execution
Analyzing Form and Execution
Practice Planning and Techniques/Drills
Analyzing Performance
Planning and Goal Setting/Getting
Steve expands on each chapter, with clear, concise
explanations of how to figure out where you are,
where you want to be, and how to get there.
Explanations are simple and proven they can be found
in the myriad of archery coaching books out there, but
here we find them all in one place: simple and
straightforward. The chapters follow a logical style
and structure each building on the previous but allowing you to go to any one of them if you already know
a weakness or interest. His overview in the beginning
gives the reader a road map on the purpose of the
book and how to use it.
As I outlined above, the content can be found
elsewhere, but seldom stated so succinctly and relevantly. A good basis for all is provided, which can be
expanded upon elsewhere.
Is this the only book you’ll need to get you to the
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World Championships and/or the Olympic games?
No, but it will get you to the line at the Nationals and
hopefully stay in your tackle box and reading room for
the duration!
I would find it hard to give this book a rating as
it is hard to nail down an exact audience, certainly it
should be highly recommended to the beginner to
club level archer, but worth the read for us all!
Coach Yourself!: The Ultimate Self-Help Guide to Learning
Archery

Available at Amazon.com
Paperback $14.95 (Kindle Version coming soon!)
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Understanding
Winning Archery
A Book Review
by Larry Wise
I have two copies of Al Henderson’s book,
Understanding Winning Archery. One of them is
signed and kept with my book collection. The other I
read every eight or ten months in order to maintain a
balance between my mental and physical game. Today
I keep this balance for my coaching but thirty years
ago I used it for my shooting; it’s as applicable today
as it was when Al wrote it.
You have only to read a few pages to hear him say
“Think right, shoot right!” He’s pointing out that so
many of us have spent most of our time practicing the
physical game and spend little or no time developing
the full capacity of our minds. Al was so good at
pointing out what “our mind can do for us” and what
“it can do to us.” Throughout his book he helps you
understand both.
What I remember most about his book the first
time I read it was his realization the he needed to tell
his students to shoot for “nines or yellow” instead of
for tens. What he is saying is we focus too much on
results and “perfect aiming” causing us to lose contact
with the “process” that we need to make a good shot.
The second thing I remember most about is this
question for his students, “Are you doing what you
think you are doing?” As a shooter you need to know
the answer to this question on a regular basis. As a
coach you need to be asking your students this question on that same regular basis.
Al’s entire book makes you think. Get it and read
it regularly because it’s filled with timeless wisdom
from a great coach and an even greater man.
Larry Wise
Archery Focus
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Al Henderson
Al Henderson was like a second father to me, and I
had no hesitation telling that to my real father. This
should, I hope, tell you how much I thought of Al, for
I had a great relationship with my real father and he
knew it and I knew it, to the point where we never felt
a need to talk about that relationship, but baseball and
football and fishing and such.
Al and I went “pig” hunting – javelinas, native to
Arizona – a couple of times, as part of my annual trips
to the Las Vegas archery tournament. They were pretty much “hunts” in name only, because both times we
sat on big rocks to take a rest break . . . and both times
we still were sitting on those rocks a couple of hours
later, still talking, and talking, and talking.

Didn't matter what . . .we could, and most likely
did, talk about it. But mostly about people in general,
and now and then a few specifically . . . about how
people, not just his students, thought and acted and
reacted to coaching and why he coached as he did . . .
and how so much of our problems were in our head.
I specifically remember one buyer of Al’s book,
Understanding Winning Archery, who sought me out
at Las Vegas a year after Al and I had published that
book. The guy said effusively in praise, “I didn't
change a thing . . . not one thing . . . in my equipment
or its setup, but after I read Al's book I raised my
average 20 points. It was all in my head, and I took to
heart what he said.”
I told Al about that.
He didn't say a thing. He just smiled . . . but the
satisfaction was obvious. Not just that his coaching
was right, but also that he was able to help an archer
he didn't even know.
I smiled, too . . . for having been so blessed to
work with him for several years as the coaching
columnist for the magazine I edited for 10 years,
Archery World.
Al earned his coaching spurs. I was fortunate to
have been along for part of that ride.
Glenn Helgeland

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1 & 2

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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Helping the Helpers
—It’s Time for Action!
Part 6 of a Series
by Veronica-Mae Soar
In the first five instalments in this series
designed to help archery club members who are
pressed into service to help beginners shoot for
the first time, I covered some basics and then
the equipment needs we all have to make a success for a new beginner giving archery a try,
then I moved on to how to get started, including dealing with eye dominance. Now it is time
to get your archer shooting.
Oh, and our standard reminder that if you
find such instruction pleasant, you should consider getting trained as a coach (it is quite different from shooting).
Physical Limberings
It is never too early to get your pupil into the habit
of warming up before
shooting. This may sound
odd. We have all seen athletes warming up before a
race or other activity, but
an archer? If I were to
point out that the shooting action requires some
muscle use and it is a good
idea to make sure your muscles are ready for the
task, would that sound fanciful?
So we are not so much looking to raise heart
rate, or engage in some aerobics, but to stretch and
limber the necessary muscles and to lubricate all of
the joints between the bones under stress and also
to make sure that the very first shot is on the but-

ton and the archer does not need to work themselves into their shooting over a dozen and a half
shots before they are at their best.
Far too few club archers bother to limber up
before they start. So getting your pupil into the
habit now can only be a good thing.
What can we do to get those muscles ready?
And which ones?
Not surprisingly the muscles of the back and
shoulders are the main ones concerned with the
shot, although an archer with strong legs has an
advantage over one whose legs are on the weak
side.
Your pupil is only using a light bow and will
not be shooting a lot, so limbering need not be any
more than basic. Later as they develop, and move to
a stronger bow then more
can be added.
Begin with what I call
windmills. I hope these
are self explanatory. Make
large circles with the arms,
across the front of your
body, with the hands
crossing each other at the
top and the bottom of the circle. Now some sideways stretches, Bring the right arm up in line with
your ear and as it rises and the hand goes over your
head bend to the left. Then reverse to bring the left
arm up and over and bend to the right. At the
extent of each bend take a nice deep breath. Now a
little back stroke . . . well, that is what I call it.

“There must have been thousands, no millions, of words
written in books, magazines and
on the Internet about how to
shoot and how to shoot well.”
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Place the hands on the front of the shoulders (not
right on the top) and circle the elbows backwards.
Now place each hand in turn on the shoulder with
the bent elbow facing forward, then place the other
hand on the elbow and gently push it back. Finally
have a good shake all over to loosen up.
Action!
There must have been thousands, no millions, of
words written in books,
magazines and on the
Internet about how to
shoot and how to shoot
well. Nothing, in my opinion, is as succinct and to
the point, covering as it
does the very essence of
the act of shooting, as that
written by Roger Ascham
in his book Toxophilus in 1545: “Standyng,
Nockyng, Drawyng, Holdyng, Loosing, done as
they should be done, make fayre shooting.”
This advice has been quoted again and again,
and with good reason. It encapsulates all there is to
remember, and holds as good today as it did when
he wrote it.
So let us get our pupil standing correctly.

line through the heels does not appear to go
straight to the target.
When you are free to do so, before you face
your beginner, try this exercise. Stand as you would
normally stand across the line. Relax, and lower
your head slightly. Shut your eyes. Lift your arms to
the side, Lift your head, eyes still shut, turn it to
the target as you would when shooting. Now keep
quite still and open your eyes. You may well be
amazed to find that your
bow arm is not pointing at
the target at all.
Since I am sure you
are wondering why, I will
explain. Many people have
shoulder and hip girdles
which are not perfectly
aligned with each other.
So their hips may be in
line with the target but their shoulders are not, or
vice-versa. If you shoot like this there will be just a
little pressure in the direction required to line up
the sight, then as you loose this pressure, albeit

“If I were to point out that the
shooting action requires some
muscle use and it is a good idea
to make sure your muscles are
ready for the task, would that
sound fanciful?”

Continued on the Next Page

Standyng
It goes without saying, I hope, that an upright
stance, not too stiff nor too floppy, is to be encouraged. Now to the other aspect of standing which is
peculiar to archery – the sideways position.
A variety of suggestions has been made over
the years, and the one mostly used today is with
feet either side of the shooting line so that if a line
were draw through the heels it would arrive at the
target. But wait a moment. Consider the established archer about to shoot – what does he do in
order to line himself up correctly. Watch closely.
He places his feet each side of the line, raises his
arms to the side, looks over his bow arm, maybe
moves his arm a bit, and then places his foot markers in the ground. “So what is wrong with that?” I
hear you ask.
Watch again as he raises his arms and you may
well see that he actually adjusts them to line up
with the target. What is required is that he should
stand in such a way that no adjustment is needed
and his arms line up perfectly. This may require a
noticeable movement of one foot, so that in fact the
Archery Focus
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“When you are free to do so,
before you face your beginner,
try this exercise. Stand as you
would normally stand across the
line. Relax, and lower your head
slightly. Shut your eyes. Lift your
arms to the side, Lift your head,
eyes still shut, turn it to the target as you would when shooting. Now keep quite still and
open your eyes. You may well be
amazed to find that your bow
arm is not pointing at the target
at all.”

may have to try a couple of times until your arm
naturally points where you want it to.
With this knowledge in mind, teach your pupil
how to line themselves up in the same way, then
from your busy box come the foot markers which
you place at their toes.
In the Next Issue I will continue this section by
addressing “Nockyng,” er, nocking, and so on.

small, is enough to move the bow slightly.
Adjust your back foot either forwards or backwards, according to where your bow arm was pointing; now go through the whole exercise again. You

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
Archery Focus
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Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
My Range is Closed,
Now What?
You can’t go to your outdoor range and you can’t
go to the indoor range and lessons are no longer being
offered, all because of this pandemic, but you love
archery and want to keep going, so what can you do?
Check In With Your Coach
If you have a coach and your coach has given you contact information, check in with your coach. He/she
may have suggestions of things you can do while away
from your ranges. The benefit here is that they know
you and know your archery and might be able to provide advice targeted at what you need, rather than just
generic advice.
Does Your Coach Offer “Remote Coaching”?
There is such a thing as “remote coaching” which is
using any of the many communication options you
have available (text, instant messaging, Skype, etc.) to
have back and forth sessions with your coach even
when they are not right there with you. Ask your
coach if they offer this service and they can provide
the details of how that works . . . if they offer it. Also,
be aware there may be coaching fees associated with
that.
Equipment Maintenance
This is kind of a rainy day activity that we can employ
right now during this pandemic. Bow maintenance is
something you can do. Cleaning up spots which are
dirty, lubricating axles on compound bows, checking
screws to make sure they are tight. Lots to do. Arrows
Archery Focus

take a beating usually, so sort through yours and set
aside the ones which are bent (aluminum arrows) or
cracked (carbon arrows) or have damaged fletches for
repair. If you have learned how to fletch your own
arrows and have the jigs and supplies to do so,
refletching the arrows with damaged fletchings will
fill some time.

“There is such a thing as
“remote coaching” which is
using any of the many communication options you have available (text, instant messaging,
Skype, etc.) to have back and
forth sessions with your coach
even when they are not right
there with you.”
If you don’t have an equipment section in your
archery notebook, now would be a good time to make
one. Your first entry into that section would be a complete description of your bow and arrows. Write down
the make, model, and details of your bow. Do the
same for your arrows. Pay special attention to the
things you are likely to replace sometime soon. For
example, on recurve bows the bowstring wears out
faster than anything else, so: how long is your bowstring, who made it, how many strands does it have,
35

Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L A R R Y WI S E
ON
C OACH IN G A R C H E R Y
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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how long is your center serving and of what material,
the same for the end servings? What are your bracing
height and tiller measurements? Even though you
may have a backup bowstring, it is not unusual to
need another bowstring quickly and often archers
have no idea what to buy. If the new string is substantially different from your old string, well, there goes
your tune. You have to retune the bow and re-sight in
and that’s a lot of work.
A Little Light Reading?
You can learn a lot about archery through your eyes
and one way to do that is by reading. If you do not
have books set aside for
this, ask your coach for recommendations.

And If You Can Shoot at Home . . .
How about setting up a virtual tournament?
Back in the pre-Internet days, archery groups
put on what were called “mail-in” tournaments.
People would shoot a standard round at their home
club and then mail in their scores by a certain date
and the winners determined from the mail (and often
published in a magazine or newsletter).
Shooting at home almost never involves a standard round, so you can go wild with a friend. You can
take a computer file of an archery target and size it
how you want, then print it out, or make up your own
targets. You’ll need to choose a shooting distance and
number of arrows, scoring
scheme, etc. If one of you is
much better than the other,
it is traditional for the better archer to give some
points as a handicap to
make it “fair,” and negotiating a handicap is part of the
fun. And, of course, you’ll
need to figure out what the
winner wins!
If you do this (and it
can be great fun), you can
invite more people, people
who have the capacity to
shoot at home, to join in
but most important of all,
you must never, ever cheat a shooting partner, so no
high jinks are to be involved. Shoot your score honestly and report it accurately. When a fellow archer
loses trust in you, it will be very, very hard to get back.
And, well, people do gossip, so your reputation is at
stake, too.

“How about setting up a virtual
tournament? Back in the preInternet days, archery groups
put on what were called “mailin” tournaments. People would
shoot a standard round at their
home club and then mail in their
scores by a certain date and the
winners determined from the
mail (and often published in a
magazine or newsletter).”

Reading and Viewing on
the Internet
There are a number of websites devoted to helping
beginners, NuSensei is one
site you may have already
found. If you just wobble
around on the Internet you
will end up observing
Sturgeon’s law, which says
“ninety percent of everything
is crap.” This is especially
true of the Internet. Ask your coach for recommendations as to sites that are reliable, like the NuSensei
YouTube site above, or ask around of other serious
archers like yourself.
If you encounter something on the Internet that
seems a bit iffy, be sure to run it by your coach before
trying anything. Yes, you should think through everything you are told about archery, even what you coach
tells you and what you read here. It is your sport, own
it. Don’t let people lead you around by the nose.

Do Some Drills
If you are going to be isolated at home and are bored
anyway, maybe it is time to do some drills. If you are
going to be bored, might as well bolster your archery
game at the same time! Yes, drills can be boring but
they also can be turned into games. Ask your coach
for recommendations or consider getting a copy of
The Archery Drill Book.
Archery Focus
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Trying
Remote Coaching
Okay, since your indoor and outdoor ranges are
closed for the duration, so . . . what are you going to
do? Here are some suggestions.
Keep in Contact
Whether by text message or email or any other
means, keeping in touch with your student-archers
will help them, some of them in any case.
Encourage Rainy Day Activities
So, if it were raining and they couldn’t go outside to
do archery, what could they do. There are long lists of
things that can be done to organize and maintain
their archery gear. They can start by sorting their
arrows into three piles: (1) Competition Ready, (2)
Okay for Practice, and (3) In Need of Repair or
Replacement. If they have been learning “archery
crafts,” specifically arrow
repair, maybe now would be
a good time to practice
those skills on the arrows in
Group 3.
Reading About Archery
If your students have books
about archery, those can
help fill the “archery hole”
the pandemic is leaving. Archery Focus magazine is
proud that they allow you to send individual articles
to your students if you think one of those will help.
Just download the issue with the article and then use
a PDF program to separate out the article from the
whole issue and then attach it to an email or a text
and voila. (PDF “editing” programs are available for
free). They ask that you do not send whole issues this
way as they would like to make money from subscriptions.

Internet Archery There are a number of websites
devoted to helping beginners, NuSensei comes to
mind. We do not recommend random, unvetted
Internet archery excursions (at least until they know
what is up) so your job is to “approve” of some of
those sites and provide links.
Doing Drills Any drills that do not involve actual
shooting can be done and, if they are able to shoot at
home in a basement or garage, they can even do
shooting drills. Your job, of course, is to provide the
drills. Just setting them loose on YouTube may be not
the best advice.
Try Remote Coaching
With the advent of the communication tools embedded in the Internet, remote coaching has become a
“thing” in archery. Clearly there are not enough good
coaches available, so some
archers are stuck trying to
get coached from afar.
People use the telephone,
email, text messaging, video
communication tools like
Skype, and even more specialized tools to allow
coaches and archers to have
back-and-forth exchanges. Our experience is with
email (mostly) and attached still photos and video
clips. Many younger archers prefer text messaging
and whatnot. The advantage of email is you can “nest”
the emails exchanged and keep them in a folder for
each student, thus you have a running log of your
exchanges.
Helping Them Take Photos This can be done as
simply as asking a sibling or parent to take photos
using a smartphone and then emailing them from the

“If they have been learning
“archery crafts,” specifically
arrow repair, maybe now would
be a good time to practice those
skills.”
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phone. Or a camera and tripod can be sued
and if a brother or sister or parent isn’t available, many camera s come with remote shutters (or you can buy them cheaply enough
Bluetooth enabled. Where you are needed is to help
them take the photos that will help you help them.
We are working on a “handout” that shows what
pictures to take from where and listing what they
show but we haven’t finished that yet, look for it soon.
Conclusion
I just noticed that Mental Management Systems is
offering online trainings now. I haven’t checked out
the details, but if one of their seminars has been on
your “to-do list,” you might want to check those out.
Which brings to mind the fact that we have been
totally concentrating on how you can help your students, and we have left helping you out. One of our
favorite sayings is “you can’t give what you don’t
have.” So, you may need to do many of the above
yourself. Your batteries may be charged up with nothing to do, so think about enhancing your knowledge
and skills in support of your own archery, which on
the come around, will help all of your students in the
future.
And, bottom line, if it stops being fun, most peo-

ple stop, so keep investing in what makes archery fun
for you!
Postscript We make a standard recommendation that
you not “authorize” shooting at home. If enterprising
archery students or their parents set up a practice station in their home or backyard that allows shooting .
. . safely . . . then that is, we think, a good thing. On
the other hand if you supply recommendations or
instructions as to shooting at home and an accident
occurs or an unsafe practice results in an injury, you
may have legal liability. Even if you were to inspect
the site and find nothing unsafe about it doesn’t mean
that the people using it will use safe practices. Think
about a young archer who has a friend over while his
parents are at work. We suggest a ten foot pole with a
ten foot extension on it is still too short to touch this
topic.
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Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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